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Glastonbury Community Newsletter 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Name the 5 types of Flower 

 

Glastonbury 

Community Support 

Group 

Email 

GlastonburyCommunity 

@gmail.com 

Tanya 

07912 074 879 

 

 

Community Exchange 

We’re encouraging residents 

to write letters, draw a 

picture for one another, send 

a small gesture to help others 

who may also be isolating. 

 

If you would like to take part, 

email and we can arrange to 

pick it up with your next 

shopping trip, or by one of 

our lovely volunteers. 

 

Somerset Libraries are doing 

a click and collect service, so 

that you can place and 

order for books, talking books 

and DVDs.  

 

Www.somersetlibraries.co.uk 

Email: 

librariesmail@somerset.gov.u

k or call 0300 123 2224 
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Mask guidance 

Make sure it fits across your nose and under your chin. 

If you have a washable mask, wash it after each time, 

without conditioner.  

When going in and out of shops, avoid pulling your mask 

down to your neck.  

Once your face mask is on, avoid touching it.  

A reminder from the organisers:  

We are still supporting those who need us. However, the 

shops are all now open as usual and there are more 

online delivery slots.  

Morrisons – do click and collect, this does not require you 

to go into the store. They also have many more online 

delivery slots available and for doorstep deliveries call 

0345 611 6111 and select option 5 

Stephens Butchers and Tor Pets are both still delivering 

Prescriptions - For those that have repeat prescriptions 

Pharmacy2U are an online pharmacy that deliver, it can 

just be a longer waiting time.  

If you need a prescription collection or shopping 

delivered and have no other options, we can arrange 

something. For those without internet, a volunteer can 

help put through online shops or pick up shopping for click 

and collect.  

There are also DBS checked carers and micro-providers 

who offer services like cleaning, food preparation, dog 

walking and shopping. If you can afford to pay someone 

for extra support, then please email or phone and we can 

recommend someone according to your needs.  

Please feel free to contact us if you would like help 

arranging any of these services. 

 

 

 

Support Services 

Health Connections Mendip 

01373 468368 

Mindline Somerset 

24hr confidential listening service 01823 

276892 

Age UK Somerset 

Feeling a bit lonely or isolated? 

Telephone for a friendly chat 01823 

345610 

 

 

 

Photographs of Glastonbury Tor by            

O. Ives  


